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PRESS RELEASE
Fitness App Fitzo Launch: A Great App to get all the fitness need products and services in hand.
Fitzo is the first ever online application in Kolkata that will enable customers to get hold of all its fitness related
products and services. These days we all are aware of fitness and how important role it plays in our life. Fitzo
takes care of all these fitness requirements with great expertise.
The app went on floor on the occasion of Christmas. The entire concept of the app and the digital part has been
taken care by digital joint, a venture of photojoint, a creative and digital service provider and KASHYAP SPORTS is
dealing with all the fitness services and products part. The app encompasses a great range of fitness related
nutrients, products and supplements.
Other than the fitness products, you can also find a variety of fitness services for our health conscious friends.
The app provides great services in terms of services like getting membership of gymnasium, booking a skilled gym
trainer, and great deals on gym plans. You can even right away schedule a workout session from scientifically
equipped fitness centres. The products offered by the app are all fitness approved products in accordance with
the specific requirements of the body as recommended by experts. Of the variety of products there are mass
gainers, fat burners, proteins, and so on as needed at handsomely discounted rates. The app is user-friendly
enough for the ease of the fitness freaks and will prove as a very handy useful fitness application as stated by the
digital joint head Abhijit Konar.
KASHYAP SPORTS has been extra careful with the assurance
of the affectivity of the products provided. All the fitness
products are made and crafted as per the individual fitness
needs. The products cater to all the possible fitness
requirements and looks after the well-being of the
individuals. Anyone using the app will understand how all
the intricacies have been maintained regarding the fitness
part and also for better health support. As stated by
KASHYAP SPORTS head, ‘fitness is not only about building a
muscular body but having a fit and healthy body’.
Fitzo is a one stop solution for any kind of fitness service requirement in Kolkata keeping in view customer
satisfaction in this digital era. The app is free to download from the Google Play Store and Apple Store for use on
the mobile devices. You can also connect them via whatsapp for more details and better service.
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